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ADVANCED DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY AND APPLICATION

9296 02 Real-time integral imaging system with handheld light field camera (Invited Paper) [9296-8]

9296 03 Development of full color holographic optical element recorded on aspherical substrate with photopolymer (Invited Paper) [9296-15]

9296 04 Holographic color imaging of incoherent three-dimensional objects by off-axis Fourier triangular digital holography [9296-29]

9296 05 CMOS compatible avalanche photodetector and its application in communications [9296-12]

9296 06 Optimize the modulation response of twisted-nematic liquid crystal displays as pure phase spatial light modulators [9296-4]

9296 07 Ultra-wide fast fisheye for security and monitoring applications [9296-1]

9296 08 Aviation spectral camera infinity target simulation system [9296-27]

9296 09 Study of improved ray tracing parallel algorithm for CGH of 3D objects on GPU [9296-13]

9296 0A Design of multi-mode compatible image acquisition system for HD area array CCD [9296-25]

9296 0B A method of rapidly evaluating image quality of NED optical system [9296-10]

9296 0C The development and outlook of variable-focus lens [9296-23]

9296 0D High-definition video display based on the FPGA and THS8200 [9296-24]

9296 0E Colorized linear CCD data acquisition system with automatic exposure control [9296-26]

9296 0F Application of real image display and generation technique in space optical system [9296-28]

9296 0G Research on the aero-thermal effects by 3D analysis model of the optical window of the infrared imaging guidance [9296-22]
9296 OH  Research and analysis on the thin films sputtered by the Ba-Al-S:Eu target fabricated by powder sintering [9296-16]

9296 OI  High-power and efficient Nd:YVO4/PPMgLN arrayed green laser for laser display [9296-9]

9296 OJ  Investigation of homogenizing the light field in laser display [9296-18]

9296 OK  Blue phase liquid crystalline polymers and its application in manned spacecraft [9296-19]

9296 OL  Numerical analysis on imaging character of a single microsphere [9296-31]

9296 OM  5W intracavity frequency-doubled green laser for laser projection [9296-21]

NONIMAGING OPTICS: EFFICIENT DESIGN FOR ILLUMINATION AND SOLAR CONCENTRATION

9296 ON  Design of beam expander for 90-nm lithography tool [9296-101]

9296 OO  Fresnel lens solar beam convergence properties [9296-106]

9296 OP  Design of chirped fly's eye uniformizer for ArF lithography illumination system [9296-108]

9296 OQ  Single-pulse femtosecond laser Bessel beams drilling of high-aspect-ratio microholes based on electron dynamics control [9296-109]